
R A L P H                    BILL STATUS                    May 3, 2001        
REPORT OF LAST DAY'S ACTION - HOUSE 

 
SB   41     LENTINI         SEX OFFENSES             
            Adds requirement that sex offenders register with police chiefs  
            of incorporated areas.                                           
               Read by title, passed to 3rd reading - regular calendar.          
 
SB   57     HAINKEL         SCHOOLS                  
            Revises requirements regarding admission of "at-risk" students   
            into a charter school established with the mission to meet the   
            needs of the children of military personnel.  (gov sig)          
               Received in the House from the Senate, rules suspended,           
               read by title.                                                    
 
SB  112     C ROMERO        NATURAL RESOURCES DEPT   
            Clarifies the powers and duties of the commisioner of            
            conservation. (7/1/01)                                           
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 5.      
 
SB  113     ELLINGTON       SCHOOLS                  
            Changes references in the high school career options program     
            from a vocational major to a career major and provides for       
            program reporting requirements. (gov sig)                        
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
SB  117     THEUNISSEN      SCHOOLS                  
            Requires the availability to school employers and the Dept. of   
            Education a record of all criminal convictions of a school       
            employee for 10 years prior to a request for such information.   
            (gov sig)                                                        
               Received in the House from the Senate, rules suspended,           
               read by title.                                                    
 
SB  146     ULLO            SHRIMP/SHRIMPING         
            Extends the trial brown shrimp season in Zone 2 through the      
            2002 season.                                                     
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 5.      
 
SB  163     FONTENOT        CORONERS                 
            Constitutional amendment to authorize the qualifications for     
            office of coroner in Livingston Parish to be established by      
            law. (2/3-CA13s1(A))                                             
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments.                   
 
SB  200     ELLINGTON       CAPITAL OUTLAY           
            Authorizes the Interim Emergency Board to make certain changes   
            to capital outlay projects in a capital outlay act upon approval 
            of the legislature by mail ballot. (7/1/01)                      
               Received in the House from the Senate, rules suspended,           
               read by title.                                                    
 
SB  248     DUPRE           PLANNING/ZONING          
            Provides relative to the Houma-Terrebonne Regional Planning      
            Commission.                                                      
               Reported favorably. (6,0) (Local and Consent) Referred to the Leg 
               Bureau.                                                           
 
SB  250     DUPRE           HOUSING                  
            Abolishes the Houma Housing Authority and creates the            
            Houma-Terrebonne Housing Authority. (gov sig)                    
               Reported favorably. (6,0) (Local and Consent) Referred to the Leg 
               Bureau.                                                           
 
SB  253     DUPRE           PLANNING/ZONING          
            Provides relative to regional planning commissions and           
            consolidated governments.                                        
               Reported favorably. (6,0) (Local and Consent) Referred to the Leg 
               Bureau.                                                           
 
SB  267     B JONES         MUNICIPALITIES           
            Provides that the municipality of Grambling shall appoint        
            rather than elect their chief of police.                         
               Reported favorably. (8,0) (Regular) Referred to the Legislative   
               Bureau.                                                           
 
SB  269     DUPRE           SHRIMP/SHRIMPING         
            Provides for spring brown shrimp seasons in Zone 2.  (gov sig)   
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 5.      
 
SB  279     DARDENNE        ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE 
            Authorizes administrative law judges to conduct certain          
            adjudications or conferences by electronic means.                
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 



SB  340     DUPRE           PUBLIC LANDS             
            Authorizes Department of Wildlife and Fisheries to transfer      
            certain tracts of land in Terrebonne Parish to Fire Protection   
            District No. 6 of Terrebonne Parish.  (gov sig)                  
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 5.      
 
SB  352     MCPHERSON       PUBLIC LANDS             
            Provides for the transfer of certain lands in Catahoula Parish   
            from the office of state lands to the Department of Wildlife     
            and Fisheries.                                                   
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 5.      
 
SB  362     DUPRE           SEINES/NETS              
            Provides relative to the size of certain nets used in            
            shrimping.                                                       
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 5.      
 
SB  364     ELLINGTON       CLERKS OF COURT          
            Increases certain fees which are paid to the clerks of court     
            and deletes provisions requiring the payment of certain other    
            fees.                                                            
               Called from the calendar.                                         
               Amended.                                                          
               Referred to the Legislative Bureau.                               
 
SB  365     ELLINGTON       CLERKS OF COURT          
            Provides for the fees charged by clerks of court for recording   
            multiple indebtedness mortgages and for the form of those        
            mortgages.                                                       
               Called from the calendar.                                         
               Amended.                                                          
               Referred to the Legislative Bureau.                               
 
SB  366     MCPHERSON       PUBLIC LANDS             
            Authorizes the secretary of the DOTD to transfer certain         
            property to the Department of Wildlife and Fisheries.            
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 5.      
 
SB  389     SCHEDLER        PHYSICIANS               
            Requires completion of a one year post graduation training       
            program prior to being licensed to practice podiatry.            
               Read by title, under the rules, referred to the                   
               Committee on HEALTH & WELFARE.                                
 
SB  404     BOISSIERE       ASSESSORS RETIREMENT     
            Creates and provides relative to an excess benefit plan.         
            (7/1/01)                                                         
               Reported favorably. (6,0) (Regular) Referred to the Legislative   
               Bureau.                                                           
 
SB  405     BOISSIERE       ASSESSORS RETIREMENT     
            Provides relative to the conversion of a disability retirement   
            to a regular retirement. (7/1/01)                                
               Reported favorably. (6,0) (Regular) Referred to the Legislative   
               Bureau.                                                           
 
SB  416     MCPHERSON       PUBLIC PROPERTY          
            Authorizes the secretary of the Department of Wildlife and       
            Fisheries and the commissioner of the Department of Agriculture  
            and Forestry to exchange certain properties.                     
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 5.      
 
SB  420     HAINKEL         ROADS/HIGHWAYS           
            Requires DOTD to affix on the Crescent City Connection Bridge    
            office building a permanent plaque commemorating Captain         
            Neville Levy.                                                    
               Read by title, under the rules, referred to the                   
               Committee on TRAN, HWY & PUBL WKS.                                
 
SB  439     DARDENNE        HIGHER EDUCATION         
            Changes the student member terms of office to the Board of       
            Regents and the postsecondary education management boards to     
            begin on June 1 of each year. (gov sig)                          
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
SB  473     M SMITH         PARISHES                 
            Authorizes certain parish governing authorities to retain,       
            select and/or employ an attorney to serve as its regular or      
            special attorney. (gov sig)                                      
               Read by title, under the rules, referred to the                   
               Committee on MUN & PAROC AFFAIRS.                                
 
SB  488     CRAVINS         PARISHES                 
            Authorizes governing authority of St. Landry Parish to adopt     
            ordinances and regulations in order to condemn and demolish      



            structures by reason of their nature or condition to prevent     
            danger to public welfare, safety, health and sanitation.         
               Read by title, passed to 3rd reading - regular calendar.          
 
SB  514     JOHNSON         ELECTION OFFENSES        
            Provides basis for the Supervisory Committee on Campaign Finance 
            Disclosures to investigate complaints of improper conduct and    
            censure such conduct.                                            
               Read by title, under the rules, referred to the                   
               Committee on HOUSE & GOV AFFAIRS.                                
 
SB  527     BOISSIERE       ASSESSORS RETIREMENT     
            Provides relative to the membership in the Assessors'            
            Retirement Fund and for the part-time re-employment of           
            retirees.  (7/1/01)                                              
               Reported favorably. (6,0) (Regular) Referred to the Legislative   
               Bureau.                                                           
 
SB  528     BOISSIERE       ASSESSORS RETIREMENT     
            Authorizes the payment of interest on DROP funds at the end of   
            the plan period when a member remains employed.  (7/1/01)        
               Reported favorably. (6,0) (Regular) Referred to the Legislative   
               Bureau.                                                           
 
SB  529     BOISSIERE       ASSESSORS RETIREMENT     
            Provides relative to retirement options.  (7/1/01)               
               Reported favorably. (6,0) (Regular) Referred to the Legislative   
               Bureau.                                                           
 
SB  530     BOISSIERE       ASSESSORS RETIREMENT     
            Provides for the payment of employee contributions upon the      
            death of a member.  (7/1/01)                                     
               Reported favorably. (6,0) (Regular) Referred to the Legislative   
               Bureau.                                                           
 
SB  531     BOISSIERE       ASSESSORS RETIREMENT     
            Authorizes members of the fund to retire with thirty years of    
            service at any age.  (7/1/01)                                    
               Reported favorably. (6,0) (Regular) Referred to the Legislative   
               Bureau.                                                           
 
SB  532     BOISSIERE       ASSESSORS RETIREMENT     
            Authorizes an increase in the employee and employer              
            contribution rate and the accural rate for the Assessors'        
            Retirement Fund. (7/1/01)                                        
               Reported favorably. (6,0) (Regular) Referred to the Legislative   
               Bureau.                                                           
 
SB  579     ULLO            FISH/FISHING             
            Provides for the labeling of shellfish sold under the name       
            "crawfish".                                                      
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/10 at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
SB  626     MICHOT          MOTOR VEHICLES           
            Limits the prohibition on out-of-state dealers participating in  
            trade shows to shows of "new items" if the dealer meets certain  
            criteria.  (gov sig)                                             
               Read by title, under the rules, referred to the                   
               Committee on COMMERCE.                                
 
SB  627     MICHOT          CONTRACTORS              
            Provides relative to exemptions to the residential building      
            contractors licensing law.                                       
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 92, nays 4.  Finally passed, ordered to the                  
               Senate.                                                           
 
SB  645     ULLO            PUBLIC NUISANCES         
            Reduces the waiting period authorized for property owners to     
            clean up property which is overgrown.                            
               Read by title, passed to 3rd reading - regular calendar.          
 
SB  647     DUPRE           SPECIAL DISTRICTS        
            Provides for the membership of the board of commissioners of     
            the Bayou Blue Fire Protection District if the district is       
            extended into Lafourche Parish. (gov sig)                        
               Reported favorably. (6,0) (Local and Consent) Referred to the Leg 
               Bureau.                                                           
 
SB  679     HOLLIS          BANKS/BANKING            
            Provides for law applicable to certain interstate banking        
            activities.                                                      
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 97, nays 0.  Finally passed, ordered to the                  
               Senate.                                                           



 
SB  698     CRAVINS         CHARITABLE GAMING        
            Provides with respect to the conducting and regulation of        
            charitable gaming.                                               
               Reported with Legislative Bureau amendments.                      
 
SB  708     MARIONNEAUX     CRIMINAL PROCEDURE       
            Releases commercial surety from bond obligations when the power  
            of attorney number is not included on the notice of a judgment   
            of bond forfeiture provided the surety timely provides notice    
            that its missing and the clerk doesn't timely supply the number. 
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
SB  760     MICHOT          PUBLIC LANDS             
            Authorizes the state to transfer certain tracts of land in       
            Lafayette Parish to Our Lady of Lourdes Regional Medical         
            Center. (gov sig)                                                
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 5.      
 
SB  774     LENTINI         INSURERS                 
            Provides relative to the notification by a medical necessity     
            review organization of certification or denial of a service to   
            a provider of a health care service and to the person receiving  
            the service.                                                     
               Read by title, under the rules, referred to the                   
               Committee on INSURANCE.                                
 
SB  807     LENTINI         INSURERS                 
            Prohibits the denial of coverage for a health care service       
            ordered and provided to an individual on the basis of technical  
            non-compliance with claims requirements under cetain             
            circumstances.                                                   
               Read by title, under the rules, referred to the                   
               Committee on INSURANCE.                                
 
SB  858     CRAVINS         INSURANCE POLICIES       
            Allows for payroll deduction of insurance products for certain   
            employees.                                                       
               Read by title, under the rules, referred to the                   
               Committee on APPROPRIATIONS.                                
 
SB  930     CRAVINS         SPECIAL DISTRICTS        
            Continues per diem for governing board of fire protection        
            districts in certain parishes.  (gov sig)                        
               Read by title, passed to 3rd reading - regular calendar.          
 
SB  950     C ROMERO        FISH/FISHING             
            Reduces the annual non-resident saltwater fishing license from   
            $50 to $30.                                                      
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 96, nays 0.  Finally passed, ordered to the                  
               Senate.                                                           
 
SB  965     HOYT            WATER/WATERWAYS          
            Provides relative to the management of ground water resources    
            in the state.  (gov sig)                                         
               Received in the House from the Senate, rules suspended,           
               read by title.                                                    
 
SB  987     JOHNSON         PRESCRIPTION             
            Provides relative to the acquisition of blighted property by     
            acquisitive prescription.                                        
               Designated duplicate of HB 1049.                                  
               Returned to the calendar, under the rules.                        
 
SB 1003     JOHNSON         PARISHES                 
            Authorizes an increase in the penalty for illegal dumping in     
            Orleans Parish.                                                  
               Read by title, under the rules, referred to the                   
               Committee on MUN & PAROC AFFAIRS.                                
 
SB 1022     JOHNSON         LOCAL FINANCE            
            Authorizes local sales tax increment financing in New Orleans.   
            (gov sig)                                                        
               Read by title, under the rules, referred to the                   
               Committee on MUN & PAROC AFFAIRS.                                
 
SB 1024     DUPRE           SHRIMP/SHRIMPING         
            Removes certain restrictions on the duration of the additional   
            fee imposed when purchasing gear for the taking of shrimp.       
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 5.      
 
SCR  12     HINES           PUBLIC BUILDINGS/GROUNDS 
            Requests necessary steps be taken to name the clinical sciences  
            research building, located at LSU Health Sciences Center at New  



            Orleans, the Dr. Mervin L. Trail Clinical Sciences Research      
            Building.                                                        
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
SCR  32     LAMBERT         CONGRESS                 
            Memorializes Congress to request the Department of Energy to     
            assemble a national energy policy.                               
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 5.      
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 5.      
 
SCR  34     DUPRE           WILDLIFE/FISHERIES DEPT  
            Requests the Department of Wildlife and Fisheries to make        
            available a subject index of pending legislation on the          
            department's Internet web page.                                  
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 5.      
 
SCR  35     DUPRE           WILDLIFE/FISHERIES DEPT  
            Requests the Louisiana Wildlife and Fisheries Commission to      
            redesignate the Pointe au Chien WMA to Point-aux-Chenes.         
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 5.      
 
SCR  45     MCPHERSON       WILDLIFE/FISHERIES DEPT  
            Requests that senior citizens be allowed to use two recreational 
            hoop nets.                                                       
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 5.      
 
SCR  46     MCPHERSON       HUNTERS/HUNTING          
            Requests the Louisiana Wildlife and Fisheries Commission to      
            establish a recreational season on bobcats if recommended by     
            DWF after a population and feasibility study.                    
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 5.      
 
SCR  47     MCPHERSON       HUNTERS/HUNTING          
            Requests the Louisiana Wildlife and Fisheries Commission to      
            establish a recreational season on nutria if recommended by      
            DWF after a population and feasibility study.                    
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 5.      
 
SCR  64     C ROMERO        CONGRESS                 
            Memorializes Congress to increase federal aid to Louisiana       
            farmers.                                                         
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/10 at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
SCR  66     JOHNSON         COMMITTEE STUDIES        
            Creates a joint legislative committee to study and make          
            recommendations with respect to child access to firearms         
            prevention.                                                      
               Read by title.  Lies over under the rules.                        
 
SCR  76     THOMAS          CONDOLENCES              
            Expresses condolences upon the death of former two-term state    
            representative Tyrus Cobb "TY COBB" Lanier.                      
               Signed by the Speaker of the House.                               
 
SCR  78     C D JONES       COMMENDATIONS            
            Commends Chancellor B.K. Agnihotri of Southern University Law    
            Center on being selected to receive the YWCA Racial Justice      
            Award.                                                           
               Signed by the Speaker of the House.                               
 
SCR  80     ELLINGTON       COMMENDATIONS            
            Commends and congratulates Chris Shivers on his numerous         
            accomplishments as a professional bull rider.                    
               Signed by the Speaker of the House.                               
 
SCR  87     BARHAM          COMMENDATIONS            
            Commends Louisiana State University School of Veterinary         
            Medicine.                                                        
               Read by title, rules suspended, concurred in.                     
 
SCR  88     BAJOIE          COMMENDATIONS            
            Commends Elisha "Tack" Jackson on being appointed the East       
            Baton Rouge Parish High School Principal of the Year.            
               Read by title, rules suspended, concurred in.                     
 
HB   15     BRUNEAU         PUBLIC MEETINGS          
            Requires opportunity for public comment at meetings of public    
            bodies                                                           
               Read by title, ordered engrossed, passed to 3rd                   
               reading - regular calendar.                                       
 
HB   29     DIEZ            PUBLIC RECORDS           
            Exempts names, addresses, and telephone numbers of public        
            school students from the public records law                      
               Read by title, ordered engrossed, passed to 3rd                   



               reading - regular calendar.                                       
 
HB   91     FARRAR          GAMBLING                 
            Provides for penalties and sanctions applicable to persons       
            excluded from gaming establishments                              
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB   92     FRITH           DWI                      
            Provides for additional special costs to be assessed in DWI      
            convictions                                                      
               Reported with amendments (7-0) (Regular)                          
 
HB  102     MURRAY          COURTS/DISTRICT          
            Provides for additional salary of chief judges of district       
            courts                                                           
               Reported with amendments (6-0) (Regular)                          
 
HB  103     POWELL          ELECTROLOGISTS           
            Makes changes to the practice of electrology and the State       
            Board of Electrolysis Examiners                                  
               Read by title, ordered engrossed, passed to 3rd                   
               reading - regular calendar.                                       
 
HB  139     FARRAR          CIVIL/PROCEDURE          
            Increases the civil jurisdictional amount of the Pineville City  
            Court                                                            
               Reported with amendments (8-0) (Regular)                          
 
HB  151     ANSARDI         CRIMINAL/BUREAU CRIML ID 
            Provides that criminal background checks are not required for    
            minors who have supervisory or disciplinary authority over       
            other minors                                                     
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB  157     CROWE           CIVIL SERVICE            
            (Constitutional Amendment) Requires civil service commissions    
            to adopt rules to provide for an annual job performance          
            evaluation for classified employees and prohibits the receipt    
            of annual merit increases by certain classified employees        
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB  158     DANIEL          WILDLIFE/ENFORCEMENT     
            Authorizes the secretary of the Department of Wildlife and       
            Fisheries to institute civil proceedings and to add costs and    
            late fees to class one penalties                                 
               Read by title, ordered engrossed, passed to 3rd                   
               reading - regular calendar.                                       
 
HB  166     FARRAR          MEDICAID                 
            Equalizes Medicaid reimbursement rates for state and non-state   
            nursing homes                                                    
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HB  190     ODINET          FISHING/COMMERCIAL       
            Provides relative to a site-specific, limited strike net         
            fishery for the taking of black drum                             
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 5.      
 
HB  226     FAUCHEUX        CRIME                    
            Provides with respect to the crime of carnal knowledge of a      
            juvenile                                                         
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 95, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB  245     BAYLOR          SCHOOLS/EMPLOYEES        
            Prohibits (with certain exceptions) requiring employees of       
            local school boards to provide social security numbers as        
            personal identifiers on forms and documents                      
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB  253     CROWE           STUDENT/LOANS-SCHOLARSHP 
            Extends deadline for nonpublic high schools to be approved by    
            BESE and to have applied for eligibility for certain state       
            funds in order for graduates to be eligible for a TOPS award     
               Returned to the calendar, under the rules.                        
               Notice given subject to call.                                     
 
HB  281     PITRE           HUNTING/SEASONS          
            Provides relative to hunting nutria                              
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB  310     MONTGOMERY      FEES/LICENSES/PERMITS    
            Repeals nursing home bed fee                                     



               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HB  314     SHAW            FEES/LICENSES/PERMITS    
            Repeals nursing home bed fee                                     
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HB  327     KENNARD         SCHOOLS/FINANCE          
            (Constitutional Amendment)  Grants the Central community school  
            system in East Baton Rouge Parish the same authority granted     
            parishes pursuant to Article VIII, Section 13 of the             
            Constitution of Louisiana                                        
               Read by title, recommitted to the Committee                       
               on CIVIL LAW&PROCEDURE.                                          
 
HB  332     PERKINS         EDUCATION                
            (Constitutional Amendment)  Provides for governor to appoint     
            state superintendent and BESE members; makes BESE an advisory    
            board; transfers BESE functions to superintendent; provides for  
            proposal of MFP formula by superintendent and permits            
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB  336     DANIEL          WILDLIFE & FISHERIES     
            Provides relative to violations of hunting and fishing           
            provisions                                                       
               Read by title, ordered engrossed, passed to 3rd                   
               reading - regular calendar.                                       
 
HB  337     DANIEL          WILDLIFE & FISHERIES     
            Provides relative to payment of fines resultant from class one   
            hunting or fishing violations                                    
               Read by title, ordered engrossed, passed to 3rd                   
               reading - regular calendar.                                       
 
HB  345     KENNARD         RETIREMENT/STATE POLICE  
            Adds one surviving spouse of a deceased member to the board of   
            trustees who is elected at large by a vote of all active and     
            retired members                                                  
               Reported favorably (7-0) (Regular)                                
 
HB  363     CROWE           PROBATION                
            Creates the Sex Offender Registry Technology Fund                
               Returned to the calendar, under the rules.                        
               Notice given subject to call.                                     
 
HB  364     DAMICO          STUDENT/DISCIPLINE       
            Authorizes local school boards to adopt zero tolerance policies  
            for fighting and to charge fees for classes relative thereto and 
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 92, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB  378     LANCASTER       ELECTIONS/CANDIDATES     
            Requires a person to pay certain outstanding fines, fees, or     
            penalties assessed pursuant to the Campaign Finance Disclosure   
            Act at the time of qualifying as a candidate in a primary        
            election                                                         
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB  380     MARTINY         CORRECTIONS/PRISONERS    
            Provides for the disposition of unclaimed property of prisoners  
            by sheriffs                                                      
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB  392     TRICHE          PUBLIC RECORDS           
            Requires public retirement systems to provide certain            
            information upon request regarding an active member's            
            compensation, creditable service, and employment history         
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB  396     FARRAR          LEGISLATIVE AUDITOR      
            Provides relative to the confidentiality of records and reports  
            and of information compiled in preparing a report                
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB  397     FARRAR          LEGISLATIVE AUDITOR      
            Provides that the Legislative Audit Advisory Council shall have  
            certain oversight and authority over the legislative auditor     
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB  414     DURAND          PSYCHOLOGISTS            
            Authorizes specially trained psychologists to prescribe and to   
            distribute, without charge, certain drugs and other related      
            procedures within the scope of practice of psychology            
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      



 
HB  416     DURAND          ELECTROLOGISTS           
            Changes course requirements for electrologist instructors        
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB  423     FAUCHEUX        PUBLIC LANDS/STATE       
            Authorizes the transfer or lease of certain state property in    
            St. John the Baptist Parish from the Department of               
            Transportation and Development to the descendants of and buyers  
            from the original owner                                          
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB  426     FUTRELL         CRIME/SEX OFFENSES       
            Creates the crime of unlawful presence of child sex offenders    
            on school property                                               
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB  429     LANCASTER       SUNSET LAW               
            Re-creates the Deptartment of Elections and Registration         
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB  443     SCALISE         CAMPAIGN FINANCE DISCLOS 
            Prohibits a candidate from taking office or qualifying for       
            election prior to complying with all final orders of a court     
            imposing a penalty under the Campaign Finance Disclosure Act     
            and all final orders of the Board of Ethics under the Act        
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB  461     DANIEL          INSURANCE/HEALTH-ACCID   
            Prohibits excluding coverage of a correctable medical condition  
            solely because the condition results in infertility              
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB  465     DOWNER          SCHOOLS/ST SUPERINTDT    
            (Constitutional Amendment)  Provides for the appointment of the  
            state superintendent of education by the governor to serve at    
            the pleasure of the governor                                     
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB  476     MONTGOMERY      CIVIL SERVICE/FIRE & POL 
            (Constitutional Amendment)  Authorizes employees in the          
            classified service to make political speeches or public          
            political statements subject to certain conditions               
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB  484     THOMPSON        PUBLIC RECORDS           
            Provides that photographs, video, or other visual images in      
            whatever form, of or relating to an autopsy conducted by the     
            office of the coroner are confidential, not public records, and  
            not to be released except as specified                           
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB  487     LANDRIEU        CAMPAIGN FINANCE DISCLOS 
            Provides with respect to civil enforcement of the Campaign       
            Finance Disclosure Act                                           
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB  511     MONTGOMERY      RETIREMENT/LOCAL         
            Deletes the general prohibition against the payment of interest  
            and deletes the required one-year waiting period before          
            interest is payable                                              
               Reported favorably (6-0) (Regular)                                
 
HB  519     CRANE           SCHOOLS/LOCAL SUPERINTDT 
            (Constitutional Amendment)  Provides relative to the employment  
            and duties of superintendents and for school board               
            participation in system administrative affairs through the       
            superintendent pursuant to board policies and procedures         
               Read by title, amended, recommitted to the                        
               Committee on CIVIL LAW&PROCEDURE.                                
 
HB  555     L JACKSON       PUBLIC RECORDS           
            Provides for an exemption from the public records laws for       
            certain information provided to a communications district by a   
            service provider                                                 
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB  557     LANDRIEU        ELECTIONS/CANDIDATES     
            Prohibits a person from becoming a candidate who has             
            outstanding, unpaid campaign finance penalties or has overdue,   



            unfiled campaign finance reports                                 
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB  560     FAUCHEUX        GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION  
            Creates the Mississippi River Road Commission as a state agency  
            in the Department of Culture, Recreation and Tourism and         
            abolishes the Mississippi River Road Commission (a political     
            subdivision) and its board of commissioners                      
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 100, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                 
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB  577     PERKINS         STUDENT/LOANS-SCHOLARSHP 
            Grants TOPS eligibility to otherwise qualified graduates of      
            out-of-state high schools that meet BESE non-public school       
            standards and are accredited by certain regional accrediting     
            organizations                                                    
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB  608     DOWNER          GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION  
            Recreates the Joint Legislative Committee on Reorganization of   
            the Executive Branch                                             
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 95, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB  623     FAUCHEUX        PUBLIC LANDS/STATE       
            Authorizes the lease of the "Old Truss Bridge" in St. John and   
            Tangipahoa parishes from DOTD                                    
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB  649     FRUGE           CLERKS OF COURT          
            Adds new fees paid to clerks of court to fund the operation of   
            Electronic Access/Internet systems                               
               Reported with amendments (7-0) (Regular)                          
 
HB  668     FUTRELL         CRIME/SEX OFFENSES       
            Prohibits certain sex offenders from residing near schools,      
            parks, playgrounds, or other recreational facilities             
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB  676     G SMITH         INSURANCE/HEALTH-ACCID   
            Provides relative to premium notices on individual health and    
            accident insurance policies                                      
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB  678     J D SMITH       PUBLIC LANDS/STATE       
            Authorizes the lease of certain state property in Jefferson      
            Parish from the division of administration                       
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB  691     GREEN           CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES    
            Removes mandatory sentencing provisions for a first conviction   
            of violations of the Uniform Controlled Dangerous Substances     
            Law on or near a school or a drug free zone                      
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB  697     DOWNER          SCHOOLS/ST SUPERINTDT    
            Provides for appointment of the state superintendent of          
            education, the deputy superintendent for management and          
            finance, and the assistant secretaries of the Dept. of           
            Education by the governor and removes provisions for the first a 
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB  699     MONTGOMERY      CIVIL SERVICE/FIRE & POL 
            Authorizes employees in the classified service to make           
            political speeches or public political statements subject to     
            certain conditions                                               
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB  707     CLARKSON        INSURANCE/HMO            
            Requires that certain insurers and health maintenance            
            organizations provide for continuity of care by health care      
            providers                                                        
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB  708     CLARKSON        INSURANCE/HMO            
            Requires health maintenance organizations to allow specialists   
            to be primary care physicians under certain circumstances        
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB  709     CLARKSON        INSURANCE/HMO            
            Requires health maintenance organizations to have a process for  



            standing referrals for certain enrollees                         
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB  710     CLARKSON        INSURANCE/HMO            
            Requires health maintenance organizations to provide for         
            referral to non-network providers when medically necessary       
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB  723     MURRAY          COURTS                   
            Authorizes the constables of the first and second city courts    
            of New Orleans to charge an additional $5 fee in civil matters   
               Reported favorably (6-0) (Regular)                                
 
HB  755     LANDRIEU        GAMBLING                 
            Provides with respect to compulsive gambling                     
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB  762     MARTINY         GAMBLING/VIDEO POKER     
            Provides for the issuance of a video draw poker license within   
            120 days of submission of application or finding of              
            unsuitability                                                    
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB  763     HUNTER          COURTS/DISTRICT          
            Authorizes the Fourth Judicial District Court to designate       
            matters to be heard by specific divisions of the court           
               Reported with amendments (8-0) (Regular)                          
 
HB  767     MARTINY         CORRECTIONS/PRISONERS    
            Provides for participation of prisoners in criminal or civil     
            proceedings                                                      
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB  772     DOWNER          RETIREMENT CREDIT/MILIT  
            Puts the purchase of credit for all nonregular military service  
            on the point-system and allows for the duplicate use of certain  
            preemployment reserve service in accordance with federal law     
            and all on an actuarial basis                                    
               Reported favorably (7-0) (Regular)                                
 
HB  783     FARRAR          LEGISLATIVE AUDITOR      
            Relative to auditor's reports, provides conditions for release,  
            when records, reports, and information compiled become a public  
            record, and that cost be included in report                      
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB  787     FRITH           CRIME/THEFT              
            Changes criminal penalties for the crime of theft of crawfish    
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB  795     FUTRELL         ELECTION OFFENSES        
            Requires certain persons and committees associated with the      
            gaming industry to identify themselves in political              
            advertisements                                                   
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB  798     DONELON         EMPLOYMENT/AGENCIES      
            Repeals provisions of law that provide for the regulation of     
            employment agencies by the Department of Labor                   
               Reported favorably (12-0) (Regular)                               
 
HB  818     CRANE           STUDENT/LOANS-SCHOLARSHP 
            Extends through the 2002-2003 school year the time period for a  
            TOPS waiver from meeting high school core curriculum             
            requirements due to course unavailability                        
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 99, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB  824     ANSARDI         INSURANCE/POLICIES       
            Provides for funeral policies                                    
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB  825     BROOME          PUBLIC RECORDS           
            Exempts calls to 9-1-1 and other public safety agencies from     
            the public records law                                           
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB  834     MORRELL         ADMIN LAW/DIVISION       
            Requires adjudications for the La. State Racing Commission to    
            be performed by the division of administrative law               
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 



HB  845     MARTINY         GAMBLING/CHARITABLE      
            Defines "non-commercial lessor" and requires verification of     
            licenses                                                         
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB  854     MARTINY         CRIMINAL/PROCEDURE       
            Requires courts to grant bail and to require the posting of a    
            bond for certain violations of probation                         
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB  856     MARTINY         SCHOOLS/BOARDS           
            Requires school boards, within certain guidelines and            
            limitations, to adopt policies for disclosing education records  
            to officials within the juvenile justice system                  
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB  857     MARTINY         BONDS/BAIL               
            Provides for the termination of responsibility of bond           
            companies for bail bonds in criminal cases                       
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB  860     TOWNSEND        CRIME                    
            Increases the penalty for solicitation for murder                
               Read by title, ordered engrossed, passed to 3rd                   
               reading - regular calendar.                                       
 
HB  866     ANSARDI         INSURERS/AGENTS          
            Requires errors and omissions coverage for insurance agents      
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB  867     MONTGOMERY      EXCEP PERSON/DISABLED    
            Transfers disability determinations to the officer of the        
            governor                                                         
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB  872     FUTRELL         STUDENT/LOANS-SCHOLARSHP 
            Permits, under specified conditions and limitations, subsequent  
            use of certain TOPS awards at eligible La. institutions by       
            otherwise qualified students who enroll as first-time freshmen   
            in out-of-state colleges or universities                         
               Returned to the calendar, under the rules.                        
               Called from the calendar.                                         
               Returned to the calendar, under the rules.                        
               Notice given subject to call.                                     
 
HB  875     ILES            FISHING/LICENSES         
            Provides for the licensure period for recreational fishing       
            licenses                                                         
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB  879     MARTINY         BONDS/BAIL               
            Provides for the delays for forfeiture and collection of         
            appearance bonds                                                 
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB  884     LANDRIEU        GAMBLING                 
            Provides for the exclusion of persons on riverboats and the      
            land-based casino                                                
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB  889     WINSTON         CHILDREN/ADOPTION        
            Requires the state to agree in all adoption contracts to         
            provide for future in-hospital mental health care for children   
            formerly in state custody who have been adopted                  
               Returned to the calendar, under the rules.                        
               Notice given subject to call.                                     
 
HB  903     R ALEXANDER     MUNICIPAL/LAWRASON ACT   
            Authorizes the governing authority of the village of Sikes to    
            provide for filling the office of police chief by appointment    
            or in the alternative to abolish the office of police chief and  
            provide for obtaining law enforcement services                   
               Reported favorably (8-0) (Regular)                                
 
HB  905     DEVILLIER       SHERIFFS                 
            Provides for group health and life insurance coverage for        
            retired sheriffs and deputies in Assumption Parish, but excludes 
            their dependants                                                 
               Reported with amendments (6-0) (Regular)                          
 
HB  910     HUDSON          SCHOOLS/BUS DRIVERS      
            Changes operational schedule for compensation for school bus     



            drivers by removing mileage categories and providing the same    
            per mile rate (based on bus size) regardless of miles traveled   
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB  914     DANIEL          RETIREMENT/TEACHERS      
            Provides with respect to retirement eligibility requirements     
            and withdrawal from service and creates an alternative           
            contribution plan                                                
               Reported with amendments (6-0) (Regular)                          
 
HB  921     M JACKSON       CHILD DAY CARE FACILITY  
            Enacts "Children's Product Safety Act"                           
               Returned to the calendar, under the rules.                        
               Notice given subject to call.                                     
 
HB  929     HOLDEN          COLLEGES/PERSONNEL       
            Includes employees of public postsecondary education             
            institutions in the teacher enrollment program at state public   
            colleges and universities                                        
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB  944     MARTINY         CRIME                    
            Includes providing certain false information in the crime of     
            resisting an officer                                             
               Read by title, ordered engrossed, passed to 3rd                   
               reading - regular calendar.                                       
 
HB  945     MARTINY         CRIME/HOMICIDE-MURDER    
            Specifies specific intent to kill or to inflict great bodily     
            harm on certain persons                                          
               Read by title, ordered engrossed, passed to 3rd                   
               reading - regular calendar.                                       
 
HB  983     MARTINY         PUBLIC SFTY/CORRECTIONS  
            Provides with respect to the administrative remedy procedure at  
            adult and juvenile institutions                                  
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB  998     PIERRE          PUBLIC LANDS/STATE       
            Provides for surface leases on state lands                       
               Read by title, ordered engrossed, passed to 3rd                   
               reading - regular calendar.                                       
 
HB 1010     THOMPSON        FUELS/NATURAL GAS        
            Provides for price of in-kind royalty natural gas sales for      
            residential purposes                                             
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 5.      
 
HB 1018     GREEN           PARISH/ORDINANCES        
            Provides for administrative adjudication procedures in           
            Jefferson Parish                                                 
               Returned to the calendar, under the rules.                        
               Called from the calendar.                                         
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 93, nays 1.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1042     WOOTON          GAMING                   
            Provides for the forms of wager authorized on licensed           
            riverboats                                                       
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB 1054     MARTINY         CRIMINAL/PROCEDURE       
            Provides for notice of defendant's court appearances to certain  
            third parties                                                    
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB 1055     MARTINY         CRIMINAL/PROCEDURE       
            Provides time limitations on obligation of certain bail bonds    
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB 1058     MARTINY         CRIMINAL/PROCEDURE       
            Provides with respect to surrender of defendant by surety        
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB 1060     LEBLANC         STUDENT/LOANS-SCHOLARSHP 
            Relative to continuation of initial TOPS awards, provides that   
            credit hours earned for remedial courses and for repeated        
            courses shall not be used in determining if a student is making  
            steady academic progress                                         
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1061     LEBLANC         STUDENT/LOANS-SCHOLARSHP 
            Extends through the 2002-2003 school year the time period for a  



            TOPS waiver from meeting high school core curriculum             
            requirements due to course unavailability                        
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1062     LEBLANC         STUDENT/LOANS-SCHOLARSHP 
            Provides TOPS award eligibility for certain students receiving   
            high school equivalency diplomas and graduating from La. public  
            high schools beginning with the 2001-2002 school year            
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1063     LEBLANC         INTERGOV RELATIONS       
            Provides for membership and quorum of the Louisiana Advisory     
            Commission on Intergovernmental Relations                        
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 88, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1082     MARTINY         CRIMINAL/PROCEDURE       
            Provides for time limitations on obligation of certain bail      
            bonds                                                            
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB 1085     MARTINY         CRIMINAL/PROCEDURE       
            Requires inclusion of the power of attorney number on surety     
            bond                                                             
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB 1089     FAUCHEUX        DRUGS/PRESCRIPTION       
            Establishes the Louisiana Fair Prescription Drug Pricing Act     
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HB 1093     DEVILLIER       WORKERS COMPENSATION     
            Forfeiture of benefits if an employee provides false             
            information                                                      
               Reported with amendments (7-3) (Regular)                          
 
HB 1099     PINAC           INSURANCE                
            Provides for the privacy of nonpublic personal financial         
            information in accordance with the federal Gramm-Leach-Bliley    
            Act (GLBA)                                                       
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB 1118     FAUCHEUX        CHIROPRACTORS            
            Increases licensing fees and fines and expands the authority of  
            the State Board of Chiropractic Examiners                        
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB 1121     PITRE           WORKERS COMPENSATION     
            Terminates benefits upon an injured employees' failure to        
            comply with his employer's substance abuse policy                
               Reported with amendments (13-0) (Regular)                         
 
HB 1131     DEWITT          RETIREMENT/LOCAL         
            Creates a Deferred Retirement Option Plan for the City of        
            Alexandria Employees' Retirement System                          
               Reported favorably (6-0) (Regular)                                
 
HB 1140     CLARKSON        INSURANCE/HEALTH-ACCID   
            Provides for direct access to mammography                        
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB 1144     MORRISH         LOCAL OFFL/POLICE CHIEFS 
            Authorizes police chief of the town of Iowa to effect certain    
            disciplinary actions                                             
               Reported favorably (8-0) (Regular)                                
 
HB 1150     WINSTON         PUBLIC BLDGS/GROUNDS-ST  
            Authorizes the St. Tammany Parish School Board to name the       
            stadium at Covington High School in honor of a specified living  
            person                                                           
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1153     BRUCE           LOCAL OFFL/POLICE CHIEFS 
            Authorizes the governing authority of the village of Longstreet  
            to abolish the office of police chief or provide for filling     
            the office by appointment and provides for obtaining law         
            enforcement services                                             
               Reported favorably (7-0) (Regular)                                
 
HB 1173     BRUNEAU         PUBLIC RECORDS           
            Provides for the definition of "public records" and the          
            creation of exceptions, exemptions, and limitations to the       
            public records law                                               
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              



               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB 1178     MARTINY         GAMBLING/VIDEO POKER     
            Provides with respect to the video draw poker devices control    
            law                                                              
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB 1204     DURAND          PUBLIC LANDS/STATE       
            Authorizes the transfer or lease of certain state property in    
            St. Martin Parish                                                
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB 1209     LANCASTER       ADMIN LAW/DIVISION       
            Provides for attorney fees in successful actions relative to     
            the conduct of an adjudication required to be conducted through  
            the division of administrative law                               
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB 1210     R ALEXANDER     DISTRICTS/RECREATION     
            Relative to the board of commissioners of a recreation district  
            in Jackson Parish, authorizes ten members and provides for       
            terms                                                            
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 95, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1217     MARTINY         GAMBLING/VIDEO POKER     
            Excepts licensee for placement of not more than three devices    
            who is not the device owner from suitability requirements        
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB 1219     MARTINY         PUBLIC RECORDS           
            Provides that library information may be provided to an          
            appropriate law enforcement officer for use in an investigation  
            of criminal activity in the library, and provides for            
            definitions for "information" and "criminal activity in the libr 
               Read by title, ordered engrossed, passed to 3rd                   
               reading - regular calendar.                                       
 
HB 1243     TOWNSEND        CRIMINAL/PROCEDURE       
            Adds incest and aggravated incest to list of sex offenses with   
            special time period for institution of prosecution               
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 96, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1251     FRITH           PUBLIC RECORDS           
            Prevents an alleged offender's home address and age from being   
            included in the initital report of an offense or from being      
            required to be released in a traffic citation or summons         
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB 1253     BOWLER          INSURANCE COMMISSIONER   
            Provides for the commissioner maintaining documents as           
            confidential                                                     
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB 1254     CLARKSON        PUBLIC RECORDS           
            Exempts personal information of toll patrons of the Crescent     
            City Connection and New Orleans Expressway from the public       
            records law                                                      
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB 1261     MARTINY         GAMBLING/VIDEO POKER     
            Provides that for certain video draw poker licenses if the       
            license is transferred devices can still operate for defined     
            period of time                                                   
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB 1279     HEATON          PARISH/ORLEANS           
            Creates the Oak Street Economically Disadvantaged Enterprise     
            Zone                                                             
               Read by title, amended, returned to the calendar subject          
               to call.                                                          
               Called from the calendar.                                         
               Read third time by title, amended, roll called on final           
               passage, yeas 93, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,         
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1282     CRANE           SCHOOLS/CHARTER          
            Makes various changes to the charter school law relative to the  



            chartering process, funding, age requirements, exemptions, and   
            application and authorizes BESE to charge certain fees           
               Read third time by title, amended, roll called on final           
               passage, yeas 97, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,         
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1286     PERKINS         PRINTING                 
            Prohibits any branch, department, agency, official, employee,    
            or other entity of state government or any political             
            subdivision thereof from knowingly printing or distributing      
            material that contains information that is false or fraudulent   
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB 1304     BRUNEAU         RETIREMENT/ASSESSORS     
            Provides relative to the payment and remittance of               
            contributions                                                    
               Reported favorably (7-0) (Regular)                                
 
HB 1305     BRUNEAU         ELECTIONS/DATES          
            Sets the election dates and terms of office for the recorder of  
            mortgages and register of conveyances for the parish of Orleans  
               Reported favorably (7-0) (Regular)                                
 
HB 1308     ALARIO          DISTRICTS/SPECIAL        
            Creates the "Community Development District Act"                 
               Reported with amendments (6-0) (Regular)                          
 
HB 1316     MARTINY         GAMBLING/VIDEO POKER     
            Authorizes state police to approve the play of games other than  
            video poker on video poker devices                               
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB 1317     J D SMITH       GAMBLING/CHARITABLE      
            Authorizes licensed charities to offer progressive pull-tab      
            ticket games subject to certain conditions                       
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB 1319     BROOME          LIBRARIES                
            Provides for the public documents despository system, including  
            duties of the recorder of state documents and appointment of     
            each agency's liaison officer, and requires depositories to      
            abide by the rules of the state librarian                        
               Read by title, ordered engrossed, passed to 3rd                   
               reading - regular calendar.                                       
 
HB 1321     DONELON         INSURANCE/RATING COMM    
            Abolishes the Louisiana Insurance Rating Commission and          
            provides relative to property and casualty insurance rates       
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB 1330     MORRISH         INSURANCE/HEALTH-ACCID   
            Exempts certain claims from limitations on review or audit by    
            health insurers and health maintenance organizations             
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB 1340     SCHNEIDER       RETIREMENT/TEACHERS      
            Repeals all "reemployment of retiree" laws and replaces them     
            with one law allowing full salary and full benefits after the    
            lapse of a 12 month waiting period                               
               Reported with amendments (6-1) (Regular)                          
 
HB 1345     SCHNEIDER       RETIREMENT/STATE-STWIDE  
            Repeals provisions requiring board approval of retirement        
            benefits                                                         
               Reported favorably (6-0) (Regular)                                
 
HB 1347     SCHNEIDER       RETIREMENT SYSTEMS       
            Repeals the restriction against becoming a member of a system    
            from which credit was previously transferred                     
               Reported favorably (6-0) (Regular)                                
 
HB 1350     MCVEA           SCHOOLS/BOARDS           
            Relative to the Zachary community school system, provides for    
            transition from an appointed to an elected board, the date the   
            system is to begin actual operation, and subsequent              
            reapportionment of the East Baton Rouge Parish School Board      
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1351     THOMPSON        PUBLIC LANDS/STATE       
            Authorizes the transfer or lease of certain property to the      
            Department of Culture, Recreation and Tourism                    
               Read by title, ordered engrossed, passed to 3rd                   
               reading - regular calendar.                                       
 
HB 1364     J D SMITH       GAMBLING/CHARITABLE      



            Authorizes licensed charities to offer "pick-8" bingo games      
            with mega jackpots under certain conditions                      
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB 1369     FRITH           CORR FACILITIES/JAILS    
            Provides that citizens may request wardens or superintendents    
            to intercept mail from prisoners                                 
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB 1381     HUTTER          TRESPASS                 
            Require hunters and fishermen to have permission from            
            the landowner                                                    
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB 1384     RIDDLE          WORKERS COMPENSATION     
            Determines wages when considering income taxes                   
               Reported with amendments (12-0) (Regular)                         
 
HB 1478     SALTER          AGED PERSONS/AGING COUNC 
            Exempts councils on aging from renewal license fees payable to   
            DSS                                                              
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 92, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1497     PINAC           PEST CONTROL OPERATORS   
            Provides that standard contracts for termite protection shall    
            be transferable to purchasers of property under contract         
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/10 at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB 1517     CLARKSON        CIVIL/RESTRAINING ORDER  
            Provides that dating partners are eligible to receive all        
            benefits, services, and assistance provided by the Protection    
            from Family Violence Act                                         
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB 1527     BROOME          CULTURE/REC/TOUR         
            Authorizes advertising by the offices of cultural development,   
            film and video, the state library, and state museums in the      
            Department of Culture, Recreation, and Tourism                   
               Reported with amendments (8-0) (Regular)                          
 
HB 1532     DEWITT          CIVIL SERVICE/MUNICIPAL  
            Provides relative to the municipal civil service system for the  
            employees of the city of Alexandria                              
               Reported with amendments (4-3) (Regular)                          
 
HB 1550     J D SMITH       GAMBLING/CHARITABLE      
            Authorizes licensed charities to offer multi-tier insured bingo  
            games under certain conditions                                   
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB 1563     MARTINY         GAMBLING/CHARITABLE      
            Provides with respect to the regulation of charitable gaming     
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB 1584     K CARTER        DISTRICTS/SPECIAL        
            Transfers the Louisiana Biomedical Research and Development      
            Park to the Department of Economic Development and changes its   
            membership and administration                                    
               Read by title, amended, returned to the calendar subject          
               to call.                                                          
 
HB 1588     HEBERT          INSURANCE/HEALTH-ACCID   
            Provides relative to contracts between managed care              
            organizations and health care providers                          
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB 1590     RICHMOND        INSURERS/AGENTS          
            Prohibits acceptance of an application for coverage under a      
            Medicare+Choice plan unless certain requirements are met         
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 88, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1596     LANDRIEU        DRUGS/PRESCRIPTION       
            Authorizes DHH to implement cost containment measures in the     
            Medicaid pharmacy program                                        
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HB 1606     DEWITT          FISHING/OYSTERS          
            Provides for collection of production data from oyster lease     



            holders for use in coastal restoration project planning          
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 5.      
 
HB 1607     DOERGE          RETIREMENT/TEACHERS      
            Authorizes the purchase of credit on an actuarial basis for      
            certain service performed while on contract                      
               Reported with amendments (7-0) (Regular)                          
 
HB 1608     FAUCHEUX        RETIREMENT/PUBLIC OFFLS  
            Authorizes certain part-time public officials to participate in  
            a public retirement system if any such person ceases public      
            service and then regains a public position                       
               Reported favorably (6-0) (Regular)                                
 
HB 1612     THOMPSON        DISTRICTS/ECONOMIC DEVEL 
            Authorizes two or more municipalities in certain parishes to     
            create economic development districts                            
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 95, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1619     FUTRELL         DRUGS/PRESCRIPTION       
            Authorizes the DHH secretary to negotiate rebates for generic    
            drugs dispensed under the Medicaid program                       
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HB 1632     ANSARDI         INSURANCE/HEALTH-ACCID   
            Provides relative to assignment of health insurance benefits     
               Returned to the calendar, under the rules.                        
               Notice given subject to call.                                     
 
HB 1638     SALTER          JUVENILES                
            Relative to educational courses at juvenile facilities           
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB 1639     LANCASTER       ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE 
            Provides with regard to the review of certain administrative     
            decisions and orders                                             
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB 1671     MORRISH         INSURANCE/HEALTH-ACCID   
            Requires periodic actuarial analyses and reevaluation of laws    
            mandating health insurance benefits and options                  
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB 1686     BROOME          PARKS/STATE              
            Repeals provisions relative to certain camping fee exemptions    
               Reported favorably (8-0) (Regular)                                
 
HB 1696     PIERRE          PUBLIC LANDS/STATE       
            Provides with respect to responsibility for the administration   
            and management of state water bottoms                            
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB 1699     SCHWEGMANN      ANIMALS                  
            Provides relative to the Pet Overpopulation and Animal Welfare   
            Fund and Commission                                              
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/10 at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB 1702     WINSTON         MEDICAID                 
            Allows Medicaid coverage for all prescribed, legitimate uses of  
            contraceptives                                                   
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HB 1721     DONELON         INSURANCE/HEALTH-ACCID   
            Regulates the recoupment of health insurance claims payments by  
            health insurance issuers                                         
               Read third time by title, amended, roll called on final           
               passage, yeas 93, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,         
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1722     HEBERT          HOSPITALS                
            Allows private hospitals to recover patient care costs from      
            state hospitals for indigent patients transferred from state     
            hospitals                                                        
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HB 1724     HUNTER          INSURANCE/HEALTH-ACCID   
            Requires managed care organizations to provides standing         
            referrals, continuity of care, and access to prescription drugs  
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 



HB 1730     MORRELL         HEALTH CARE/FACILITIES   
            Requires that determinations from Medicaid  provider appeal      
            hearings be made within thirty days                              
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HB 1771     PRATT           CHILDREN                 
            Provides relative to fatherhood initiative                       
               Read third time by title, amended, roll called on final           
               passage, yeas 97, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,         
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1785     GREEN           COURTS/COMMISSIONERS     
            Provides for the salary of the commissioners of the Criminal     
            District Court of Orleans                                        
               Reported with amendments (6-0) (Regular)                          
 
HB 1787     BOWLER          INSURANCE/HMO            
            Repeals the authority for Louisiana State University Health      
            Sciences Center Health Maintenance Organization                  
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HB 1795     DAMICO          FISHING/OYSTERS          
            Provides for annual determination of projected impact areas of   
            coastal restoration projects where leases may be renewed for     
            less than fifteen years                                          
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 5.      
 
HB 1800     CROWE           STUDENT/LOANS-SCHOLARSHP 
            Relative to TOPS, provides eligibility for TOPS-Tech and         
            Opportunity awards for certain students who graduate from high   
            schools or complete home study programs outside the U.S. and     
            its territories                                                  
               Returned to the calendar, under the rules.                        
               Notice given subject to call.                                     
 
HB 1804     POWELL          SCHOOLS/BUS DRIVERS      
            Changes operational schedule for compensation for school bus     
            drivers by removing mileage categories and providing the same    
            per mile rate (based on bus size) regardless of miles traveled   
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1815     TRICHE          LEGISLATIVE AUDITOR      
            Requires a public servant to notify the legislative auditor or   
            district attorney of misappropriations of public funds or        
            assets                                                           
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB 1816     TRICHE          LEGISLATIVE AUDITOR      
            Relative to the legislative auditor, provides relative to        
            issuing, receiving, and maintaining reports electronically;      
            access to software and hardware; certain data of school boards;  
            and functions and powers of predecessor officers                 
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB 1824     THOMPSON        PUBLIC LANDS/STATE       
            Authorizes the transfer  or lease of certain state property in   
            Richland Parish from the Department of Public Safety and         
            Corrections                                                      
               Read by title, ordered engrossed, passed to 3rd                   
               reading - regular calendar.                                       
 
HB 1829     MURRAY          JUDGES/APPELLATE         
            Extends the term of a judge of the 4th Circuit Court of Appeal   
               Reported favorably (6-0) (Regular)                                
 
HB 1839     KENNARD         SCHOOLS/BOARDS           
            Creates and provides for the Central Community School Board and  
            school system in East Baton Rouge Parish                         
               Read by title, ordered engrossed, passed to 3rd                   
               reading - regular calendar.                                       
 
HB 1842     DARTEZ          FISHING/OYSTERS          
            Repeals the limit on the number of acres which can be leased by  
            any one person for oyster production                             
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 5.      
 
HB 1843     DARTEZ          COUNSELORS               
            Provides for the licensure and regulation of marriage and        
            family therapists                                                
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB 1848     SALTER          HIGHER EDUCATION         
            Requires certain designations by each postsecondary managment    
            board relative to domicile and agent for service of process      



               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1849     M STRAIN        ELECTION OFFENSES        
            Prohibtit the release of exit polling data prior to the closing  
            of the polls on election day                                     
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB 1851     QUEZAIRE        PUBLIC BUILDINGS/GROUNDS 
            Authorizes the parish school board in certain parishes to name   
            a football stadium in honor of a former principal and coach      
            under certain circumstances                                      
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1852     THOMPSON        TOURISM/COMMISSION       
            Provides relative to the creation of a tourist commission in     
            certain parishes                                                 
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 95, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1856     DEVILLIER       CRIMINAL/PROCEDURE       
            To provide that the amendment or modification of a criminal      
            sentence shall be conducted pursuant to procedures contained in  
            present law                                                      
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 96, nays 4.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1857     LANCASTER       LEGISLATIVE AUDITOR      
            Provides for the audit of a justice of the peace and a           
            constable of a justice of the peace court                        
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB 1858     BROOME          CULTURE/REC/TOUR         
            Provides relative to conservation of archaeological resources    
            on state lands                                                   
               Reported favorably (8-0) (Regular)                                
 
HB 1859     MARTINY         CRIMINAL/PROCEDURE       
            Amends procedure for drawing grand jury venire in Orleans        
            Parish and provides for procedures for impaneling grand jury     
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB 1865     TUCKER          LOCAL FINANCE            
            Provides relative to sales tax increment financing of economic   
            development projects in certain parishes                         
               Reported with amendments (6-0) (Regular)                          
 
HB 1866     SCHWEGMANN      CRIME                    
            Creates the crime of battery of a bus driver                     
               Read by title, ordered engrossed, passed to 3rd                   
               reading - regular calendar.                                       
 
HB 1867     WINSTON         CRIME                    
            Creates the crime of criminal failure to pay child support       
               Returned to the calendar, under the rules.                        
               Notice given subject to call.                                     
 
HB 1868     HUTTER          FISHING/SHRIMP           
            Authorizes use of a test trawl to sample for the presence of     
            shrimp prior to the opening of shrimp season                     
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 5.      
 
HB 1876     DONELON         CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES    
            Makes changes with respect to the classification of Synthetic    
            Dronabinol                                                       
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 92, nays 2.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1877     MORRISH         INSURANCE DEPARTMENT     
            Provides for the violations of insurance laws, insurance fraud,  
            unfair trade practices, civil immunity, and confidential         
            information                                                      
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB 1880     LAFLEUR         DISTRICTS/RECREATION     
            Authorizes the creation of the Evangeline-Ville Platte           
            Recreation District                                              
               Read third time by title, amended, roll called on final           
               passage, yeas 94, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,         
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1883     L JACKSON       HIGHER ED/SU BD SUPS     



            Authorizes imposition of certain program fees for students at    
            Southern University at Shreveport pursuing the clinical portion  
            of their studies in allied health programs                       
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1884     DEVILLIER       INSURERS/AGENTS          
            Provides for circumstances for the change or removal of an HMO   
            agent of record for a contract to providehealth care services    
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB 1885     HUNTER          CRIME/FELONIES           
            Provide for enhanced penalties for certain crimes of violence    
            when the victim is sixty-five years of age or older              
               Read by title, ordered engrossed, passed to 3rd                   
               reading - regular calendar.                                       
 
HB 1886     JOHNS           PUBLIC RECORDS           
            Excepts certain records of the Louisiana Board of Pharmacy from  
            the public records laws                                          
               Read by title, ordered engrossed, passed to 3rd                   
               reading - regular calendar.                                       
 
HB 1889     CRANE           EDUCATION/FINANCE--8G    
            Relative to LQESF, provides that certain costs related to the    
            use of external peer-review consultants may be borne by the      
            applicable Support Fund programs for which the costs are         
            incurred and may be paid from funds appropriated for such pro    
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1890     KENNARD         FIRE PROTECTION          
            Provides relative to fire ground authority over all fire safety  
            personnel and other persons at emergency scenes                  
               Reported favorably (8-0) (Regular)                                
 
HB 1892     HAMMETT         DISTRICTS/ECONOMIC DEVEL 
            Authorizes creation of the Louisiana Delta Authority and         
            provdies for its purposes, governance, powers, and functions,    
            including the power to tax and issue debt                        
               Read third time by title, amended, roll called on final           
               passage, yeas 97, nays 1.  Finally passed, title adopted,         
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1894     MURRAY          PUBLIC RECORDS           
            Exempts information transmitted by electronic mail from the      
            Public Records Law                                               
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB 1901     McDONALD        STUDENT/LOANS-SCHOLARSHP 
            Provides relative to the Tuition Opportunity Program for         
            Students                                                         
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1905     LANDRIEU        GAMBLING                 
            Prohibits elected officials from doing business with the owner   
            or operator of a facility which is subject to an Indian gaming   
            compact                                                          
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB 1907     FRITH           INSURANCE/HEALTH-ACCID   
            Provides relative to payment of claims submitted by rural        
            hospitals                                                        
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB 1908     J D SMITH       MEDICAID                 
            Removes the copayment requirement for generic prescription       
            drugs                                                            
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HB 1909     DONELON         ABORTION                 
            Prohibits partial birth abortions                                
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HB 1911     FLAVIN          INSURANCE/RATING COMM    
            Provides for sworn testimony before the Insurance Rating         
            Commission                                                       
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB 1913     M STRAIN        ANIMALS                  
            Prohibits the unlawful transport of certain diseased animals     
            adulterated meats and provides for penalties for violations      
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/10 at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB 1915     DANIEL          STUDENT/TUITION          
            Authorizes each public postsecondary education management board  



            to establish, within certain guidelines and limitations,         
            tuition and mandatory attendance fee amounts applicable to       
            students who are Louisiana residents                             
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1927     NEVERS          INDIGENT DEFENSE         
            Increases the exemptions for paying court costs to the indigent  
            defender fund                                                    
               Reported favorably (8-3) (Regular)                                
 
HB 1933     CROWE           SCHOOLS                  
            Requires specified public and nonpublic school officials to      
            display the national motto in certain locations in schools       
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB 1935     LANCASTER       CAMPAIGN FINANCE DISCLOS 
            Establishes reporting periods for political committees           
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB 1937     BOWLER          INSURANCE                
            Revises the definition of "administrator", "third party          
            administrator",  or "TPA"                                        
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB 1945     MARTINY         STUDENT/LOANS-SCHOLARSHP 
            Permits certain high school students completing honors courses   
            and having a minimum cumulative grade point average of 3.00 to   
            qualify for TOPS Performance Awards under specified              
            circumstances                                                    
               Returned to the calendar, under the rules.                        
               Notice given subject to call.                                     
 
HB 1955     ALARIO          SCHOOLS/TRANSPORTATION   
            Authorizes local school boards to lease school buses from their  
            school bus operators                                             
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1959     FUTRELL         TOURISM/COMMISSION       
            Provides relative to terms of commission members of the Baton    
            Rouge Area Convention and Visitors Bureau                        
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 98, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1967     ANSARDI         MUNICIPALITIES           
            Authorizes the designee of the mayor, within certain             
            municipalities, to sign documents relative to domolition,        
            removal, repair, or maintenance of dangerous structures and      
            grass cutting, destruction, or removal of noxious weeds on priva 
               Reported favorably (6-0) (Regular)                                
 
HB 1971     G SMITH         SALES/CIGARETTES         
            Prohibits any person to sell, distribute, own, transport or      
            possess cigarettes that do not comply with federal law and       
            regulations                                                      
               Reported with amendments (6-0) (Regular)                          
 
HB 1975     SNEED           ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE 
            Requires that the copy of a proposed agency rule which is        
            provided to the appropriate legislative oversight committee be   
            coded to show language added to or deleted from existing rules   
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB 1976     G SMITH         INSURANCE/RATING COMM    
            Provides for the respective functions of the Insurance Rating    
            Commission and the property and casualty division                
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB 1985     SHAW            PROCUREMENT              
            Requires inclusion of certain Louisiana distributors in group    
            purchasing contracts of the Louisiana State University Health    
            Sciences Center                                                  
               Discharged from the Committee on EDUCATION.            
               Read by title, recommitted to the Committee                       
               on HEALTH & WELFARE.                                          
 
HB 1990     R ALEXANDER     PUBLIC HEALTH            
            Creates the Louisiana Health and Preventive Care Initiative Act  
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HB 2000     CLARKSON        PHYSICIANS               
            Creates the Access to Mammography Act                            
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   



 
HB 2006     BAYLOR          HEALTH CARE/FACILITIES   
            Provides for payment methodologies to Federally Qualified        
            Health Centers                                                   
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HB 2007     ALARIO          STUDENT/TUITION          
            Authorizes each public postsecondary education management board  
            to establish tuition and mandatory attendance fee amounts        
            applicable to students who are Louisiana residents and to        
            adjust such amounts, within certain limitations                  
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 2009     LEBLANC         APPROPRIATIONS/SUPPLEML  
            Appropriates funds to the University of Louisiana Board of       
            Supervisors - Nicholls State University for repairs and          
            improvements to facilities for the New Orleans Saints Training   
            Camp                                                             
               Received from the Senate without amendments.                      
               Enrolled and signed by the Speaker of the House.                  
               Sent to the Governor for executive approval.                      
 
HB 2010     J D SMITH       PHYSICAL THERAPISTS      
            Provides relative to the licensing of physical therapists        
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HB 2011     WRIGHT          DISTRICTS/HOSPITAL SERVC 
            Provides with respect to marketing and strategic plans           
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HB 2012     DANIEL          STUDENT/LOANS-SCHOLARSHP 
            Relative to TOPS, provides for a uniform information reporting   
            system and for certain notifications to parents of public        
            elementary and secondary school students                         
               Read third time by title, amended, roll called on final           
               passage, yeas 97, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,         
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 2025     LANDRIEU        PROPERTY/ABANDONED       
            Relative to the donation of abandoned or blighted property, to   
            authorize the donation to nonprofit organizations of such        
            property free and clear of or at a reduced level of taxes,       
            paving and other assessments, interest, and penalties            
               Read third time by title, amended, roll called on final           
               passage, yeas 95, nays 5.  Finally passed, title adopted,         
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 2038     PERKINS         CRIME                    
            Creates the crime of aggravated kidnapping of a child            
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB 2046     DAMICO          ENVIRONMENT/HAZ MATERIAL 
            Relative to the Motor Fuels Underground Storage Tank Trust Fund  
            and underground storage tanks                                    
               Read third time by title, amended, roll called on final           
               passage, yeas 100, nays 1.  Finally passed, title adopted,        
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 2047     MARTINY         CRIME/SEX OFFENSES       
            Provides with respect to sex offenses                            
               Read by title, passed to 3rd reading - regular calendar           
 
HB 2048     DOWNER          GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION  
            Creates the Department of Veterans Affairs                       
               Read by title, passed to 3rd reading - regular calendar           
 
HR    3     FAUCHEUX        COLLEGES/UNIVERSITIES    
            Urges the governing boards of public postsecondary four-year     
            education institutions to consider the prohibition of remedial   
            courses                                                          
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HR   57     WALSWORTH       CONDOLENCES              
            Expresses the condolences of the House of Representatives upon   
            the death of Chester Halley of West Monroe                       
               Enrolled, signed by the Speaker of the House and taken by         
               the Clerk of the House to the Secretary of State in               
               accordance with the Rules of the House.                           
 
HR   58     HOLDEN          SPECIAL DAY/WEEK/MONTH   
            Recognizes Blue and Gold Day at the Legislature of Louisiana     
               Enrolled, signed by the Speaker of the House and taken by         
               the Clerk of the House to the Secretary of State in               
               accordance with the Rules of the House.                           



 
HR   59     FUTRELL         CONDOLENCES              
            Expresses condolences of the House of Representatives to the     
            family of Mr. James H. Smart                                     
               Read by title, rules suspended, adopted.                          
 
HR   60     BROOME          COMMENDATIONS            
            Recognizes the members of the Baton Rouge area Nonpareil         
            Chapter of Top Ladies of Distinction, Inc. upon the occasion of  
            their Sterling Silver Service Awards Banquet                     
               Read by title, rules suspended, adopted.                          
 
HCR  11     LAFLEUR         HIGHWAYS                 
            Requests the Department of Transportation and Development to     
            install a traffic signal at the intersection of MacArthur and    
            LaSalle Streets in Ville Platte, La.                             
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HCR  22     FAUCHEUX        COLLEGES/UNIVERSITIES    
            Urges the governing boards of public postsecondary four-year     
            education institutions to consider the prohibition of remedial   
            courses                                                          
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HCR  30     TOOMY           JUDGES                   
            Approves the salaries recommended by the Judicial Compensation   
            Commission and authorizes and directs the state treasurer to     
            pay authorized increases in certain judicial salaries            
               Reported favorably (11-0) (Regular)                               
 
HCR  54     DURAND          HEALTH CARE/FACILITIES   
            Urges and requests the Dept. of Health and Hospitals, through    
            its secretary, to seek waivers to implement the Medicaid-funded  
            adult residential assisted living pilot project                  
               Read by title, ordered engrossed, passed to 3rd reading.          
 
HCR  56     LEBLANC         MEDICAID                 
            Urges and requests DHH to consider incentives to encourage more  
            generic drug use                                                 
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HCR  57     CROWE           MEDICAID                 
            Urges and requests DHH to provide Medicaid reimbursement for     
            previously owned durable medical equipment                       
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HCR  59     DURAND          COMMITTEE STUDIES        
            Continues the existence of the Louisiana Commission on Child     
            Abuse Multidisciplinary Teams                                    
               Read by title, ordered engrossed, passed to 3rd reading.          
 
HCR  69     MCVEA           HUNTING                  
            Directs the Louisiana Wildlife and Fisheries Commission to       
            prohibit the taking of juvenile male turkeys                     
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to 3rd          
               reading.                                                          
 
HCR  76     TOWNSEND        WILDLIFE & FISHERIES     
            Requests the Department of Wildlife and Fisheries to avail       
            itself of the potential assistance available through the         
            Louisiana Wildlife and Fisheries Foundation                      
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to 3rd          
               reading.                                                          
 
HCR  80     PIERRE          COLLEGES/FINANCE         
            Requests the Board of Regents to adopt a postsecondary           
            education funding formula that excludes any funding calculation  
            for the cost of providing remedial courses to first-time         
            entering freshmen at certain public colleges and universities    
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HCR  86     FAUCHEUX        WATERWAYS                
            Endorses the expeditious implementation of the proposed          
            Maurepas Swamp Diversion from the Mississippi River              
               Read by title, ordered engrossed, passed to 3rd reading.          
 
HCR  87     MORRELL         MEDICAID                 
            Amends the Medicaid rule prohibiting mental health               
            rehabilitation providers from admitting new clients while under  
            appeal                                                           
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HCR  90     HUDSON          NATURAL RESOURCES DEPT   
            Authorizes the study of certain proposals for possible           
            inclusion in the state master plan for the Atchafalaya Basin     



               Read by title, ordered engrossed, passed to 3rd reading.          
 
HCR  92     ODINET          SEAFOOD                  
            Creates the Louisiana State Seafood Industry Advisory Board      
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to 3rd          
               reading.                                                          
 
HCR  93     THOMPSON        AGRICULTURE/MILK         
            Memorialize congress to ratify the Southern Dairy Compact        
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/10 at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HCR  94     LANDRIEU        JUVENILES                
            Creates the Joint Legislative Juvenile Justice Commission and    
            the Ad Hoc Juvenile Justice Advisory Board                       
               Reported with amendments (7-0) (Regular)                          
 
HCR  95     DONELON         INSURANCE                
            Suspends portion of Division of Administration rule governing    
            payroll deductions for state employees                           
               Reported favorably (14-0) ()                                      
 
HCR 103     BROOME          COMMENDATIONS            
            Commends Marsha Johnson "Marty" Evans                            
               Taken by the Clerk of the House and presented to the              
               Secretary of State in accordance with the Rules of the            
               House.                                                            
 
HCR 105     POWELL          COMMENDATIONS            
            Commends and salutes the Patient Relations Section of the        
            Health Care Services Division                                    
               Taken by the Clerk of the House and presented to the              
               Secretary of State in accordance with the Rules of the            
               House.                                                            
 
HCR 106     McMAINS         COMMENDATIONS            
            Commends the recipients of the Louisiana Young Heroes Awards     
            for 2001                                                         
               Taken by the Clerk of the House and presented to the              
               Secretary of State in accordance with the Rules of the            
               House.                                                            
 
HCR 108     KENNARD         SPECIAL DAY/WEEK/MONTH   
            Recognizes May 1, 2001, as Louisiana Family Day and urges the    
            citizens and leaders of Louisiana to appropriately observe this  
            significant occasion                                             
               Taken by the Clerk of the House and presented to the              
               Secretary of State in accordance with the Rules of the            
               House.                                                            
 
HCR 109     SCHNEIDER       CONDOLENCES              
            Judge Gus A. Fritchie, Jr.                                       
               Taken by the Clerk of the House and presented to the              
               Secretary of State in accordance with the Rules of the            
               House.                                                            
 
HCR 112     R ALEXANDER     DENTISTRY                
            Commends the Louisiana Dental Association and the Donated        
            Dental Services Program of Louisiana                             
               Enrolled and signed by the Speaker of the House.                  
 
HCR 113     ILES            HEALTH/PERINATAL CARE    
            Urges and requests the office of public health to promote        
            breastfeeding in its public health clinics and to the public     
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HCR 114     R ALEXANDER     CHILD DAY CARE           
            Recreates the Louisiana Child Day Care Task Force                
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HCR 116     BROOME          WELFARE                  
            Creates the Task Force on Faith Based Programs                   
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HCR 117     HOLDEN          SPECIAL DAY/WEEK/MONTH   
            Proclaims the week of October 7-13, 2001 as Alpha Phi Alpha      
            Fraternity, Inc.'s "Project Alpha Week"                          
               Received from the Senate without amendments.                      
 
HCR 118     LEBLANC         HEALTH                   
            Urges and requests DHH and DSS to present formal                 
            recommendations regarding services for the mentally retarded     
            and developmentally disabled                                     
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/9  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HCR 120     HUTTER          COMMENDATIONS            



            Commends Delgado Community College on the occasion of its        
            eightieth anniversary                                            
               Received from the Senate without amendments.                      
 
HCR 121     FRITH           CONDOLENCES              
            Expresses condolences of the legislature upon the death of       
            Toxie Lee Bush, Jr.                                              
               Received from the Senate without amendments.                      
 
HCR 122     McMAINS         CONDOLENCES              
            Expresses condolences upon the death of Carlos G. Spaht of       
            Baton Rouge                                                      
               Received from the Senate without amendments.                      
 
HCR 123     WINSTON         STATE AGENCIES           
            Requests all state departments and agencies as well as any       
            non-state entities that provide services on behalf of the state  
            to identify and report family-friendly employment practices      
            that may be implemented in the workplace                         
               Read by title, lies over under the rules.                         
 
HCR 124     WINSTON         FEDERAL PROGRAMS         
            Urges and requests the Depts. of Education, Health and           
            Hospitals, and social Services, to maximize available federal    
            resources to expand child care assistance                        
               Read by title, lies over under the rules.                         
 
HCR 125     WINSTON         ADOLESCENTS/PREGNANCY    
            Urges and requests that abstinence programs in the state         
            include information about reproductive health education          
               Read by title, lies over under the rules.                         
 
HCR 126     McCALLUM        COMMENDATIONS            
            Commends Pisgah Baptist Church of Union Parish upon its          
            sesquicentennial anniversary                                     
               Read by title, rules suspended, adopted, ordered to the           
               Senate.                                                           
               Received from the Senate without amendments.                      
 
HCR 127     SALTER          WEAPONS/HANDGUNS         
            Suspends certain provisions of the statewide concealed handgun   
            permit law and corresponding rules relating to renewal of those  
            permits                                                          
               Read by title, lies over under the rules.                         
 
HCR 128     DURAND          SPECIAL DAY/WEEK/MONTH   
            Recognizes June 14, 2001, as National Flag Day in the state of   
            Louisiana                                                        
               Read by title, rules suspended, adopted, ordered to the           
               Senate.                                                           
 
HCR 129     PITRE           COASTAL RESOURCES        
            Urges and requests the President and memorializes the Congress   
            to implement the Gulf Hypoxia Action Plan                        
               Read by title, lies over under the rules.                         
 
HCR 130     THOMPSON        AGRICULTURE/SUGAR        
            Urges and requests Louisiana state police weights and standards  
            mobile police force and the Louisiana Department of Agriculture  
            to work together on enforcing the sugarcane hauler weight        
            limits                                                           
               Read by title, lies over under the rules.                         


